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SGA makes

By ALLAN KUJALA
News Editor
On Dec. 7. 1979. SGA President Donn
Williamson. in a surprise move, announced
his resignation for personal reasons and
asked that it be accepted.
The stunned SGA members rejected
his plea. SGA Secretary Judy McMeekin
explained the consequences of the rejection. and the group unwillingly accepted.
The SGA next voted to extend their thanks
to Williamson at the next meeting, where
he was presented with a plaque commending him for his work in the organization.
Williamson, since his election in the
spring of 1979. has worked to put the SGA
back on its feet. The organization in previous years had been having problems
concerning attendence, allocations, and
leadership. In a po t meeting confrontation, Williamson. a deeply religious man,
explained that a few months earlier, he had
been accepted at ministry school and had
since decided to attend. He expressed his
hope that the work he had instigated would
continue and felt confident that his vicepresident would continue the e projects.
Williamson set up a committee to revise
the outdated con titution. Another SGA
committee i planning to landscape the
front lawn of the College Center. He also
enli ted Coastal Carolina in the South
Carolina State Student Legislature,
(SCSSL) and helped solve a conflict with
the publications-allocations early last
erne ter.
William on's resignation has left the
office in the hands of Vice-President, now
President. M nroe Thoma . Thomas has
promised to continue Williamson' work on
the Allocation. Commission. SCSSL, and
"to keep the Se.,A organized and working
properly and efficiently." He plans to
follow through and see the completion of
the work bv the committees. He also plans
a mock pr'e. idential election for Coastal.
a M.. eoa tal contest to upgrade the
annual awards banquet. and successful
pring elections.
In the -future.

Coastal Carolina College
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Monroe Tbomas is congratulated by Chancellor Singleton and Dr. q artri 1 for
accepting tbe endeavor of being president of tbe SGA. (Pboto courte of edia Center)
park-bench typ project will continue in
the GA. as well a continuing an active
role in the SC L. and that the GA will
never let the dorm i sue die." He also
hope~ to get more tudents involved in SGA
and related activities. especially minoritie .
Thoma announced the appointment of
Dan Hambrick. former APO repre entaLive. to the office of GA Vice-President.

Th
GA ree ntly approved the appointment. Hambrick. in an interView with thi
paper. explamed that he wa hoc ed when
Thoma informed him of the deCision.
Hambrick ha vowed to continue the wor
tarted b.' Th rna and explained that· the
e' cutive officer work together on all
i ue." HambrIck, a junior. has not announced plans to run for an executive
office next . 'ear.
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SECRETARIES UNITE ... FOR INFORMATION SEE SHERRY GOULD.
From left to rigbt: Sberry Gould, ClumceUor's Office; Brenda Cox, CbaDcellor's
Office; BreDda Sawyer, AdmissioDs Office; GweD Turner, College Relations; Pat Jordan,
Scbool of Nursing; aDd JeaDDe Casey, P.E./Athletics. ot pictured were JaDe Hansen,
Scbool of Social & Belaavioral ScieDce; Pat Taylor, Scbool of Education; LiDda Smith
aDd LiDda Carmichael of the Admissiou OffIce.

By ALLA KUJALA
ew Editor
Recently SGA President Monroe
Thomas announced the attendance record
of the SGA member for the fall semester.
The clubs who e representatives attended all GA meetings (8) are ACES.
The Atheneum. Busine s Club, Kostal
Klown. The Chanticleer Sigma Phi
Epsilon. Sokratik Club and the Spirit Club.
The clubs were given a special thank from
former SGA president Donn Williamson.
In contrast, several club failed to
attend any SGA meetings. They are a
follow : Alpha Mu Gamma, Alpha Phi
Alpha, Fishing Club. Omicron Delta Kappa, Sigma Delta Phi. Several clubs mis ed
more meetings than they attended.
These absences are a serious matter
because club allocation are reduced a
ignificant amount for these absences. The
clubs that do not receive allocations, as
well as those who do, can lose the privileges of being a recognized club on campus.

SGA meetin
2 p.m.
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Opinions/Editorials
Editorial
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And life goes on

Well, by now I guess we've all gotten back into the groove
of studying again after a timely Christmas vacation, or at least
I hope we all have. We've come back to a new semester with some
new faces, a new year, even a new decade. This year, 1980, is
also leap year and the year of the Olympics.
During this decade many incredible things are sure to happen
as has always been the case with the future. But 1980 also is stuck
with the problems carried over from 1979: the Iran crisis and the
increase of gasoline per gallon upon every other breath. And now
the U.S. faces the decision of boycotting the summer Olympics
in Moscow.
..
This new decade brings new adventure and new ideas as well
as old and new problems. Before 1990 Americans may well have
landed on Venus and Mars and we'll know if Martians really do
exist. We could be grocery shopping from our own home.
As one of my professors would say, "We are being taught not
to think. Weare getting used to pushing buttons for answers (the
square root button on a calculator), and in the process our minds
are deteriorating. The only difference in students today and the
chimps sent up in the first spaceships 'is that students don't receive
the lemon drop the chimps were given to ensure that they pressed
the right button. And before long," he would add, "students will
also be asking for that lemon drop."

I guess he's right. America has come a long way since the
sailing of the Mayflower from Great Britain, and in recent years
we have become more and more dependent on machines. Technology has played a major part in our lives, especially in recent years.
Don't get me wrong. I'm not knocking technology and advanceme~t. I feel it's important to grow in every aspect. That's why
I thInk we should grow individually as well. We should not become
so dependent on something such as a machine, etc. that we forget
how to do things for ourselves. Someday we may be without that
very thing upon which we are dependent.
Therefore, as we begin this new decade, let's get ready to
grow in technology, and every other way. But, let's also remember
to grow individually and to remain the people we are and use our
potential to become the people we can become.
CORRECTION AND APOLOGY
Wbea we make a miltake, wbether It il a mllq1lote or a typographical error,
we will print a correction. Please briDg errOR to our attention as soon as possible.
"LETTERS POLICY"
Letten to the editor must be legible and brief, not e):ceedlng l~ words.
All letters may be edited but will not be censored. Eacb letter must bear the
writer' ••lpature and address.
Mall or deliver letters to: Editor, HThe Chanticleer," P.O. Box 275, Conway, S.C.

\~~f. SAD 1l-f1~G ABOUT IEt.ECfUJMS, SOW, IS ,AA1" "THE BEST MAN DOESN 'T A("IJJ~
ANP..... UU ..... SOME"TlMES HE P05SN'T EYeW EN'1'CR -mE. RAC£.."

Letters:
,

Roberts
recognized
for excellence
To the Editor:
The nursing stUdents of CCC would like
to congratulate Mrs. Jean Roberts on being
selected by the Blue Book Register of
Distinguished Nurses.
Mrs. Roberts, who is the Chairperson
of the Division of Nursing, had been recognized by the Blue Book of Distinguished
Nurses for her excellence in her field.
This honor consists of less than five
percent of the total nursing profession. It
is intended as public recognition among
her peers.
The Division of Nursing is fortl1nat~ to
have her, and the entire faculty, staff and
student body of Coastal Carolina College

should share in her accomplishments.
Congratulations!
Nick Principe, President
Student Nurses Association

An Expression
of Gratitude
The Cicero Family: Joe, Lois, Michael,
Nancy, and Mary, wish to express their
deepest heartfelt appreCiation and thanks
for the outpouring of love and concern for
us during our hour of grief. To all those
caring members of the Coastal Carolina
College Community we wish to say that
you made us feel that the entire college
was our family. You gave us' comfart in
a time of despair and you paid a beautiful
tribute to our gentle Lucille. We shall
always have the greatest affection for you.
.
Thank you,
Joe Cicero

Did you know ••.
Coastal became part of USC in 1960.

.
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EDITOR'S NOTE: nl. Is your DeWSpaper' . . . should be used by you to express'
y r views OD lulleS CGDCeI"DiDI you. We Deed to k.w ""t)1l .ot for Coa,tal aad
for die eeaaaumlty. Write to •• (eveD U It', to diu&ree). We respect your rtpt to your
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Tbe Chanticleer is a student publication of Coastal Carolina
College. The OpiniODS expressed do Dot represent those of the
admiDlstratioD, faculty or studeall U ~ whole.
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Letters:
An open letter
to
student body
"The library is too noisy!" "There is
entirely too much talking going on at
different times of the day. I thought people
were supposed to be quiet in the library.'
"Silence in the library should be strictly
enforced."
The above comments were volunteered
by Coastal students on a survey conducted
in Kimbel Library in December. And
Coastal's librarians heartily agree with
these observations. That is why we are
. requesting the cooperation of all Coastal
students and faculty in eliminating this
noise pollution.
Kimbel Library is intended to serve as
a quiet place for study, research and
reading. The conversations taking place in

the library should be those essential to
library usage, and should be carried on in
a soft voice. From tthe moment you enter
the library, please be considerate of your
fellow students and faculty members BE QUIET.
Library staff members will "remind"
students (faculty, too) who are observed
disturbing others. We 'Will ask the offender(s) to either be quiet or move to the
College Center or another lounge area on
campus.
If you are being bothered by others
noise while using the library feel free to
request that they abide by the "no noise"
rule. Or report the offenders to any library
staff member for action.
There is a group study room at the back
of the library for students needing such a
facility. It may be reserved by contacting
Mr. Paul Fowler at the library circulation
counter or at extension 243. It is also
available on. a "first come-first served .
basis throughout the day. This is the only
area of the library where talking is permitted: but it is not a lounge.
With your cooperation Kimbal Library
can best serve all Coastal stUdents and
faculty. Thanks for your help.
Coastal Librarians

SGA chats
with
a.mbassador
By ALLAN KUJALA
ews Editor
On Jan. 23 SGA President Monroe
Thomas and SGA Secretary Judy Mc·
Meekin met with the Ambassador of China
in Columbia.
They were the guest of USC President
James B. Holderman at a breakfast meeting with the Ambassador. Through an
interpreter, the Ambassador said that he
felt President Carter's decision on the
Olympics was courageous and that China
would support his decision.
The Ambassador reported that China
has been making friendly gestures to
Taiwan, but that Taiwan has turned them
down. He also explained the need for
English teachers in China and anounced
plans to instigate a program to send USC
students to China.

Gov. Van Hlpp

eel

Lieutenant Governor anc Steven on
will be the guest speaker for th regular
monthly meeting of the Com a Bu iness
and Professional omen' Club on onday, Feb. 11 1980, 7:00 p.m.
The meeting will be held at Coa tal
Carolina College in the College Center.
., We would like to extend a very pecial
invitation to the women in the area to join
us for this meeting,' said Billie Richard on president of the Conway B.P.
.
.. e feel that her timely and Significant
topic · The Posi tion of omen in America, ,
will interest other civic-minded omen in
Horry County .. Richard on added.

L i a large group of tuden
from public and private college and umver itie throughout
uth Carolina. Th
group occupie the tat capitol building
each fall and elects counterpart to th
tate' executive officer . The al 0 introduce and vote on propo ed law 'hich
are then bound to ether and later voted on
b ' the actual General A embl'. an D.
Hipp. from Wofford College, wa elected
governor and Coa tars Melod' Murph
wa elected lieutenant- overnor at the la t
fall e sion
Hipp pre ented hi ch dule of event
for th General A embl.·s reception and
approved th de ign of the Bill B
'hich
('ontain. a hi tor.' of the group and th
variou propo al pa d at the fall eion. One uch proposal as
that the
Legi lature and Go rernor Ril recon ider
allowing Coa tal to hav dorm . Hipp al 0
ann unced Counterpart Day which bring

Wheelwright Performing
A capital campaign for
tbe Wbeelwrigbt Tbeatre for
tbe Performing Arts at
Coastal Carolina College
was initiated by a cballenge
donation from Mr. and Mrs.
William A. Kimbel of Myrtle
Beacb. Donors include facultyand staff, alumni, corporations and businesses, and
otber friends of Coastal Car·
oltna College.
AVX Ceramics
Mildred H. Allen
Neil Ammons
Anderson Brothers Bank
J.C. Bacot
Wade K. Baird
James A. Battle
Lance Bedwell
Belk Department Store
Brenda Bellamy
T. Luke Benson
Ralph Bessant
Better Brands. Inc.
C.P. Brewer
Clay Brittain, Jr.
Rebecca Bryan
Lane S. Buchly
Burroughs and Collins
Company

Edward Burrough
Franklin G. Burroughs
Henry Burroughs
R.B. Burroughs
Mr. and Mr. Eugene H.
Butler
Cabana Terrace
Albert B. Cannon
Caravelle Motel
E.H. Carmichael
Carolina Pipeline
Enricho Casinghino
Chapin Compan
Cherry. Bekaert and
Holland
Chicora Development
Citizens and Southern
a tional Bank
Coastal Federal Savings
E. Eugene Collins
Frederick J. Cole
Conwav Lions Club
Conway ational Bank
S.C. Cox. Jr.
Richard Dame
William D. Davis
John W. Dawsey
Dorman and Holbert
Investments
Eddie Over
Albert i Fargo

Berti. E. Flo d
Eugene Cater Floyd
Ford' Fuel
rvice
Fowler Motor
Carl Freeman. Jr.
Hubert G. Gibson
Goldfinch Inc.
Harve' Graham. Sr.
Grove' Manufacturing
Company
Bruno Gujer
Alvin L. Hall
Hardwick Funeral Home
Robert S. Hatch
Patty Sue Hickman
James B. Holderman
Horry Electric Cooperative
Horr~ Land and Improvement
Horry Telephone
tive
Hucks and Washington
W.G. Hucks. Jr.
Humphries Construction
Company
Gilbert H. Hunt
International Paper Compa·
ny
Joe C. Ivey
A.E. Jackson. Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. elson Jack·

on
Warren Kar t dt
Mr. and Mrs.
Karns
Karl Kempf
~r. and Mrs. William A.
Kimbel
umter L. Lang ton
Leder Brother • Inc.
Lori Drug Store
. George Lovell
WiI on Lovette
Charlotte L. Lowell
Sarah P. MacDonald
George '. Magrath
Dr
and Mrs. Jame
Marshall
E. Windell McCrac in
Christine Mc eill
Om r E. Miller
Donald J. Millus
Donald A. Moore
Mar Kay Murph
Myrtle Beach Civitan
yrtle Beach Farm Com·
pany
ational Bank of South
Carolina
ovie M. elson
ew Seaboard Petroleum.

LTD.

u-Wa Clean r
Carron Pad tt
Clar Par r
Mar hall Par er
Peopl
aving and L an
P.eopl Und r rnt r
Pep 1 Cola Compan of
Conwa
Richard ·Pet r on
Jo eph Pan on
Llo d Power:
E . .. Prince. Jr.
Eldridg E. Prin
Edward L. Proctor
Elizabeth Pu ar
Jame Rex
Robert Le Rabon
Jane Robison
A. Paul Rogers. Jr.
L. Harold Roger
Mrs. J.T. Rutled
Delano Sander
ands Inve tmen
Subhash C. axena
C. Foster mith
Denni Smith
Dianna L nn Smith
Dr. and Mr . R.C. Smith
Ernest E. Snoo
South CaroHna

Ban

ETV

graduates

COLUMBIA, S.C. - John Brammer lives 30 miles from the nearest university.
He has a full-time job that requires some travel and the usual family commitments
that prevent him from being away for long.
Yet in three and a half years he earned his Master of Business Administration
(MBA) degree by taking courses over closed circuit television.
Brammer is one of many students who have completed their MBAs through the
University of South Carolina's Educational Television Network.
"Convenience is the key to the MBA-ETV program," he says. "Without it I just
couldn't have gone back to school. My MBA would have been only a dream, not the
reality it is.
"The program was easy to take advantage of. There was one on-campus visit a
month when we got together with the professors and other students which was not difficult
to schedule."
Brammer, who works for the DuPont Co. in Camden, heard of the program through
fellow employees who were either working on their degrees or had graduated. DuPont
reimburses its employees through its Tuition Refund Program.
The courses are taught live on closed-circuit television through anyone of 17
reception centers throughout the state, each equipped with a talk-back phone system
for teacher-student interaction. Brammer attended class at Camden High School but
on a number of occasions used facilities in other areas.
"The courses are all live and so if I was out of town on business, I used to attend
the program in another area," he said.
"One week I was in Charlotte and drove down to Rock Hill. On another occasion

student

I was vacationing in Myrtle Beach and simply drove down.to Coastal Carolina in
Conway."
Brammer says that the demands on his time were not excessive and he relished
being back in a stimulating academic environment, even though there was not another
Carolina student in sight.
"I missed having other students around, but that was a small negative," he said.
Though the degree curriculum is a business program, one does not need an
undergraduate business degree to register for MBA-ETV.
"There are foundation courses in the program and I had to bone up in several
quantitative areas," said Brammer, "but with the right sort of ~pp1ication students
shouldn't have any more problems than they would if they were studying on campus."
Before registering for the program, Brammer was a little skeptical, not about
learning by TV, which he considers a first-rate teaching tool, but by the demands that
the course would make on him and the difficulty of getting back into a disciplined routine.
His fears were unfounded, however, and he managed well.
Overall, he feels that the coursework helped him build a keener understanding
of managerial skills and broadened his business horizons. Several of his new skills have
been applied directly to his job.
"At DuPont, I am in quality control and there are several quantitative statistical
methods I learned that are applicable to my job. These are the sorts of things that
managers should be exposed to, but can't because of their work hours.
"I realized that in the six years since I had been in college that many new things
had happened and that continued education is essential to keep up to date. MBA-ETV
allowed me to continue my education at my convenience."

'I'm a product
of the New South'
COLUMBIA, S.C. - Eric Carr has
spent a lot of time in the trenches during
political campaigns, but he sees the value
of student soldiers in American politics.
A 21-year-old political science major at
the University of South Carolina, he predicts that hundreds of his fellow students
at USC and at other colleges and universities will serve in the 1980 campaigns.
From his own experience, Carr knows
that the politicians are not the only benefactors of this student volunteerism. He is
the youngest president on record of the
state Young Democrats, a job held traditionally by young career people, usually
attorneys or business people.
He has been an invited guest at the
White House, and looks forward to active
involvement himself in the 1980 presidential campaign, and in the future perhaps
a political life of his own. It all began when
he arri ved at the Columbia campus from
his home in Orangeburg four years ago.
"When I came to Carolina as a
freshman, I met with a small group of
people interested in reorganizing what was
then a fledgling group, the USC Student
Democrats," says Carr. "I guess since I
was a freshman and supposedly had a lot
of energy, I was nominated to put the
organization back on its feet.
"I started in it just because I wanted
to be involved in campus life somehow.
When I was in high school, all my brothers
were good athletes. People knew me because of my brothers. I wanted to do
something on my own," explains Carr.
This fall the Young Democrats hosted
a visit to the USC campus by one of
President Carter's sons, Chip, an occasion
Carr views as a favorable sign for the life
of the organization.
"Having politicians on campus gives
students and the public an opportunity to
meet candidates face-to-face, to ask questions and to see candidates first-hand,
rather than having to rely on television or
newspapers," says Carr.
Much of what studenfs do in campaigns
is simple - from stuffing envelopes to
running errands and coordinating eventsthough these kinds of services can make
a big difference says Carr. "Students
spend their time doing things that adults
don't usually take time to do, yet it's
necessary work for serious candidates."
Student involvement in campaigns can
help students build their own political
futures. too.

The payoff has arrived swiftly for
Carr, who is filling a job typically held by
older politicos. Although he is young in
years, Carr has a great deal of experience
in the political arena.
He has worked as a page for Sen.
Marshall Williams for two years in the
Statehouse where he got insight into legislative processes and served as an intern
in the office of USC President James B.
Holderman for a year and a half. "That
has given me a rare opportunity to observe
the executive function of politics," he says.
"My stUdies in political science help
me put some order and perspective to
everything I've seen but I wouldn't give
anything for the experience, for starting
at the student level in state and local
campaigns. "
In November Chip Carter returned
Carr's hospitality by inviting him to the
White House for a reception of potential
Carter campaign organizers. Carr met
with key White House staffers, including
Hamilton Jordon and Jody Powell, to
discuss common difficulties in getting the
campaign rekindled in 1980.
"I even met Amy," Carr said enthusiastically, "but the president was at
Camp David working on the Iranian situation. "
Carr leaves no doubt that Carter is his
choice for president in 1980, although he
notes that the USC Student Democrats and
the state Young Democrats are extending
invitations to other Democratic presidential contenders such as Jerry Brown and
Edward Kennedy.
Issues most pressing to South Carolinians, Carr says, are energy related - the
Public Service Commission, what he considers high utility rates "that may put too
much of a burden on the poor," and "the
problem of nuclear waste."
He speaks optimistically about South
Carolina politics and cites advances already made, particularly in better education for all races and opportunities for
blacks.
"I think South Carolina is changing. I
see a new day, indicative of the New South.
I like to think of myself as a product of
the New South. I think we'll see more
blacks elected to high level political offices
and placed in key positions of education,
government and business. We've come a
long way, but there is still much to be
done. "

Tbougb Eric Carr is only a senior at
tbe University of Soutb Carolina, tbe 21year-old president of the state Young
Democrats has learned a great deal
through experience and bis studies in

political science. As an intern in USC
President James B. Holderman's office, be
observes executive policy implementation
and development. (USC Pboto by Steve
Bell)

Coastal rates highly
By CHERRI DIX

Editor
On Jan. 9, Dr. E.M. Singleton, Chancell or of Coastal Carolina College, received a letter from the American Association of State Colleges and Universities
(AASCU) acknowledging Coastal Carolina
College as "one of the leading AASCU
institutions in the area of innovation and
change in public higher education."
Coastal was rated in the top 10 after
careful examination of over 40 applications. Allan W. Ostar, president of AASCU,
commended Coastal on its excellent
Mathematics Laboratory.
An upcoming brochure will outline the

program offered by the top institutions
which applied for the Mitau Award. The
Mitau Award. named after G. Theodore
Mitau, was first awarded in November
1979.
Coastal's Math Lab is located on the
second floor of the Administrtion Building
and is open to all students. Instruction by
faculty tutors and advanced students is
available to the student regardless of his
math level.
"Working with over 900 students last
year. the lab received positive client evaluations indicating that the experience
enhances student grades, performance.
attitude and interest in mathematics."

College Poetry Review
The National POetry Press announces
the closing date for the submission of
manuscripts by college students is February 15th. Any student attending either
junior or senior, college is eligible to
submit his verse. There is no limitation as
to form or theme. Shorter works are
preferred because of space limitations.
Each poem must be typed or printed

on a separate sheet, and must bear the
name, and home address of the student,
and the college address as well.
Manuscripts should be sent to the
National Poetry Press, Box 218, Agourk,
California 91301.
Entrants should also submit the name
of. the English instructor.

PARTYI G T DE TS at the U. of
orth Carol ina-Chapel Hill can find out if
they ar too drunk to drive before they
lea' e the party thanks to the Campu
Alcohol Education Service. The group
make the round of campus social function giving breathal zer te t when reque ted.
A LEITER E DORSI G SE . EDEDY ha Iowa State
WARD KE
student government officers facing po ible impeachment. The letter written on
student government stationar and signed
by officers using their titles, called Kennedy '" an excellent candidate," invited him
to speak on campus and offered to help
organize his activities at Iowa State. An
impeachment petition i now circulating,
although tudent leaders say the letter was
not intended as a student government
endorsement and that any student has the
right to invite a candidate to campus.
TO DRAMATIZE THE NEED FOR A
DAY-CARE CENTER, Youngstown (Ohio
State U. students brought their children to
class for a day. That demonstration, along
with student lobbying efforts at the state
legislature. has been credited with making
the center a higher priority item on the
university's future budget.
AFTER 70 YEARS, the "Sather Gate
Eight" is finally coming out of the closet.
The eight nude figures, portrayed in basrelief panels, were originally erected in
January, 1910, as part of the Sather Gate
entrance to the U. of California-Berkeley.
When Jane Sather. who donated MS,
to
build the gate. saw the nudes, she wa
mortified. insisting that such things were
for "uncultivated people." The panels
were taken down and put into storage. A
tudent petition got them reinstated in
ather Gate this year. possibly confirming
Mrs. Sather's contention that ' University
students are and always will be largely of
this (uncultivated ) class. " (CH )
A TWO.YEAR LIMIT on dorm residence is being imposed by Towson (Md. )
State U . to relieve overcrowding. Current
Towson students were promised donn
availability as long as they were full-time
tudents, and they will not be forced to
leave now, says an administrator. But new
tudent will be told they can t expect to
live on campus for more than four
erne ters
A REPUCA of the Chappaquiddic
w

Engineer Ed Thomas inspects new
solar peels atop the nunes buDding at the
Vetere! Administration Hospital in Columbia. As a growing sunbe!t state, South

Carolina could become a leader ill the
development of solar energy. (USC Photo
by Steve Bell)

Solar energy .is long•
term Investment
COLUMBIA, S.C. - Ayatollahs come
and go, but the sun is here to stay.
Planets sail around it, people pray to
it, everything lives because of it. Inexhaustible and reliable, it dominates the
earth - and can't be taken hostage. But
it is only just beginning to be used as an
energy source.
To some it still sounds like Buck
Rogers but the truth is that the solar
energy technology is already here and it
may prove to be the escape route from the
energy maize.
:IWe could all live most of our lives by
solar power right now," says Dr. Doug
Jenkins, of the South Carolina Energy
Research Institute (SCERI) , who will
teach a short course on solar energy in the
spring at the University of South Carolina.
"It's a question of cost effectiveness.
We know how, it's just too expensive to
use domestically except for heating water
and using passively.'
Solar energy is utilized either actively
or passively, that is, by a mechanical
device added to a structure which collects
and converts the power (active), or by
building"a structure to take advantage of
the sun's rays naturally (passive).
"In most cases," says Robert Taylor,
a solar energy researcher at SCERI, "a
passive house is constructed so that its
southern face uses a lot of glass. Inside
the house, materials like brick floors,
walls or pillars will absorb the heat during
the day and release it slowly at night."
The southern face is selected because
even though the sun rises in the east and
sets in the west it moves on a southern
path during the winter to warm the house.
In the summer it passes overhead and so
the direct heat does not flow into the house.
"' People do not take advantage of
passive construction, it costs the same to
build a glass wall facing south as it does
to build it facing any other direction," says
Taylor.
An active solar system can be added
on to any construction, or can be incorporated into a new building.
"If a builder knows that the house will
use solar energy, some of the costs of the

system can be reducedl>y building them
into the design, ' says Taylor.
"It is a waste to build a collector onto
a roof when the roof itself can be used as
a collector.
The most common materials used for
collecting the sun's energy are copper,
aluminum, steel and glass. These collect
and store the energy to be used later.
"In South Carolina a $2,000 unit can
heat up to 80 percent of the water used by
the ~amily. b~t if ~olar power is used for
~oohng,. refngeration and other chor~,
mst~llatl~ and other costs are e~en~l.ve
- fl~~ times th~ regular electrIC utility
rate, s~ys Jenkms.
.
Tha~ IS solar energy IS not all toge~~r
econorrucal, a~ lea~t not yet. At best It IS
a.break-even situation. The advantages are
el ther long-term or personal.
. "In the long run, solar en~rgy wil~ save
thiS country valuable foreign capital "
says Jenkins, and it will never run out.
"On a personal level, the rewards are
less tangible. It makes users very hapy and
gives them a great deal of personal satisfaction. They are helping the energy crisis,
doing something good and patriotic. These
are proving to be strong reasons for installation," he says.
However, both Jenkins and Taylor feel
there is no truth to rumors that the costs
of solar energy will come down.
"This is not a repeat of the calculator
explosion ,. says Jenkins. "Solar heaters
will not go on sale for $5.99."
Substitution for cheaper materials will
make marginal changes, they say but will
decrease efficiency.
If anything, they feel that persons
interested in installing solar systems
should know that the price will probably
rise in proportion to the increase in material costs.
"Solar energy will only really become
economical when the price of gasoline
quadruples," predicts Taylor. "At present,
it appeals to those interested in a longterm investment. Those who are installing
them are usually those who can afford the
luxury of feeling good."
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The Universit of South Carolina Arts Festival at Coastal Carohna
this Spring March 19-22. It will open Wednesday afternoon, and continue throu
and Friday.
.,
.
This is an opportunit for student organlza~on to r.a l mon . by
Although last year various community group were Involved In f~ . III
this year to limit such concession to Coa tal student organization .
If your group is interested in doin thi , please notif Patricia Kir and of
school of nursing at Ext. 199 or 138 . he can a ign you th appropriate pa
January 31. 1980 i the deadline.
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Coastal golfers finish 16th
COCOA. Fla.
The Coastal Carolina
College golf team fimshed 16th out of a
field of 21 team. in the Sun Tree InvitatIOnal Tournament hpld here Jan. 20-21.
Rick Lewall{'n led the Chants with
73-78-79- 230. Ra~· Freeman was next at
77-80-75-232. followed by John Erlenbach.
81-76-79-236. Tom Gunn. 76-80-84 and Scott
Hughes. 87-77-83 247.
Centenar.· \'on the tournament and
South Florida fim hed as runner-up. Pniverslty of ilami was next, followed by
Trov tate. ho. t Brevarrt. Broward, Miami
Dade Columbu.
ollege. \ alencia and
FlOrIda . outhern.
"The experience wa probably worth
the poor fInish." Coa tal Carolina golf
coach Tom Cooke ·aid. "The green were
so slow that it wa. like having to hit the
ball with croq et mallet '.

By ROBERT REEVES
Sports Editor

Coastal Crowd DOA
Thursday night. Jan. 17, 1980 saw the
biggest crowd thus far this season attend
the men's basketball contest which pitted
the Coastal Carolina Chanticleers against
their rival. the Francis Marion Patriots.
The Patriots had a good showing of
fans as well but, as the only right at a
Coastal home game. the Chanticleer fans
outnumbered those of the Patriots by a 3-1
margin.
Thus the stage was set for a potentially
exciting game as the underdog Chanticleers held the home court advantage
(which usually amOllnts to about 10 points
added to the Coastal score over games
played on the road l.
However. the game proved to not even
be close after the first 10 minutes of play
as Francis Marion overcame a four point
deficit and cruised out to a 14 point
halftime lead and then went on to run away
with a 91-73 victory.
What happened? Why didn't Coastal
give the Patriots at least a run for their
money? There are no cut and dried answers to these questions. The primary
responsibility lies with the team, but a
very big secondary responsibility lies with
the Coastal fans who attended the game.
Even before the teams were out on the
court for their warm-up drills, that small
minority of Francis Marion fans was
cheering and making enough racket to
bring the roof down. Meanwhile, the
Coastal fans were entering the gym like
they were going to a funeral. In fact, had
a doctor been present, he would have
probably pronounced the Coastal crowd
DOA - Dead on Arrival.
Once the game got started, things even
got worse as Coastal fans failed to cheer
even when the Chants were winning much
less when they fell behind. Yet the Patriot
crowd got to be so rowdy that they turned
the game into a home game for Francis
Marion right in our own Kimbel gymnasium. That's what I call adding insult
to injury.
Maybe Coastal would have lost just as
badly if Coastal fans had given their team
needed support because Francis Marion
without a doubt does have one of the finest
teams in the district this year. We'll never
know now if our cheering could have
helped an.'. I do know that crowd support
has been thee deciding factors in many
games throughout sports history.
Win or lose. our team is representing
u". We mav not be able to shoot that last
second basket that wins the game. but we
('an pla~' a part with our cheers and at least
avoid the embarrassment of having our
home court advantage taken away by those
chumps from another school.

Aerobics going strong
The Coastal Carolina aerobics program
is still going strong as students and faculty
are continuing to add points to their scores
through such activitIeS as jogging. cycling.
tennis. calisthenics. and weight training.
Dr. Carl King of the Human Development Lab won the monthly traveling
trophy for faculty for the month of December while students Vin Hammock, Patty
Wilson and Sammy Long have earned
enough points to receive plaques.

Coastal forward Forrest Junek goes to the hoop against Bluefield State in the
championship round of the Coastal CaroUna Round Ball Classic held Jan. 4-5. The Big
Blues topped the Chants to take home the winners trophy of the annual event. (Photo
by Robert Reeves). '

Chants lose to Lander.,
down Winthrop
By ROBERT REEVES
Sports Editor
What started out to be a bad weekend
for the Chanticleers when they found themsel,ves c~ushed 92-70 by Lander College
Friday mght sweetened a little on Saturday
as the Coastal men downed a tough Winthrop team 82-80.
The Winthrop win brings the Chanticleers to an 9-11 mark on the season and
an 8-6 record in District 6 competition
going into tomorrow night's game against
the College of Charleston.
In the Lander game, the Chanticleers
held the Senators close for much of the
contest as they briefly held the lead in the
first half at 25-24 and then brought the
game to within two at 62-64 with 9: 35 to
go.
However, that close game was broken
wide open by the Senators in the final 10
minutes of playas Lander outscored the
Coastal team 28-8 to coast easily to the
victory.
Forrest Junek was the leading scorer
on the night as he picked up 23 points for
the Chanticleers while forward David
Thorbes added 20 on the night. Freshman
Ton~' Whittington was the only other player
in double figures for the Chants as he put
in 10 points on the evening.
The Winthrop game was a bit more to
Coastal fans liking 3. Junck's outstanding
play lcd Coastal to the victory.
The ('ont<>:t \V3S a :ee-saw battle all
the way as both team. held big leads in
the first half before losing them to go to
the locker rooms at the half all tied up..at
:m-38.
However. Coastal took control of the
game early in the second half as it held
leads of as much as five points before the
I<:agles once again brought the game into
a tie midway through the period at 60-60.
From there on until the two minute mark
it was all Coastal though as the Chants
outscored the Winthrop team 18-8 in the
eight minute period.

Winthrop mounted a strong come back
in the final two minutes to bring the game
to within two at 82-80 but when Junck
rebounded his own missed fOlll shot with
: 03 left to play it was all over for the
l<:agles.
.Junck led the scoring with 21 points and
had a game high 14 rebounds on the night.
In addition. four other Chanticleers had
double digit performances with Tony Whittington turning in 18 points on the night
followed by James Brown with 16. Dennis
Casey scored 13 points and Thorbes added
to for Coastal.

Bpseball team gets spring
practice undertvay
Spring practice for the 1980 baseball
sea. on got underway thi month a th~
hanticleers prepare to continue their winning wa~ s La. t eason the team finished
with a 43-9 record and ranked 3rd in the
nation in the final NAIA coaches poll.
In addition. the 1979 Chants had a .322
hitting average that included 62 home runs
against a total of 11 by their opponents.
While official spring practice has just
gotten underway this month, the Chanticleers have really never stopped practicing since the end of last season as they
played a scrimage schedule up until Oct.
15th and continued to practice as a team
until Nov. 15. Even after that. Coastal
players continued to work out on their own
in order to be ready to keep the Chanticleers in the winning ranks in 1980.

Sports banquet tonight .
The Coastal Carolina soccer and volleyball teams will be holding their fall
sports banquet tonight in the College Center. The men's soccer team will be presenting awards for the Most Valuable and
Most Improved players while the women's
volleyball squad will present those awards
plus a "Hustler" award to outstanding
players.

Sports Spotlight

Lighty 'is Mr. Dependable
By ROBERT REEVES
Sports Editor
This issues's "Sports Spotlight"
focuses on another of Coastal Carolina's
top men's basketball players. Dwight
Light~· is a 5-10. 149 pound gua rd in his
senior ~'ear at Coa tal.
Light~· hails from Hartsville. S.C.
where. durmg his vears at Butler H

School. he made the All-Conference and
All-State teams as he led his team to
('onC erence championships and state
pla~'off berth. in 1975-76.
Since coming to Coastal. Lighty ha.
continued to build his reputation a a
qualit.\' pla~'er a. he broke into the starting
llm'-up in 1978.
However the 1979-80 ea. on ha. proved
to bp a di'mal one thus far thi 'lear a
tlil' Chants have failed to plar well con'i, tentty. LIghty ha: pulled hi weight
through thi: :(,Cl on a' h ha.' averaged 10
point· per game aQd ha proved to be one
of the team h'ader. who can be counted
on to pn \ Id~' veteran expenenc on the
('ourt
Earl~' in the :ell on when injurie.' were
hurting mu(,h 01 the team. Lighty would
1)(' on the ('ourt a,' the only. easoned pla~rer
a: tre:hman pla~r r' were forced to tep
in and play like. ('ond or third year men.
'ow that most of the rest of the team
IS injur~' free, it is Light~· who is uffering
from a knee problem. However. it hasn't
m.'en enough to stop him from playing as
he brought the Chants down the court
against Winthrop with a noticeable limp.

Lady Chants drop two
•
In fina seconds
By ROBERT REEVES
Sport Editor
The CoaL tal Carolina Lad
Chantl I er. couldn't b Ii ve their eve
aturda' mght \ h n th
looked at the
c r board and aw that h y had come up
\\ ith their. ec nd 10 in a manv da\ n
h t in the final
cond of play. '
n Friday night it wa Lander' Darr·J
1cClure who h t th winnmg ba ket with
01 to go to hft th Lad.' enator to a 66-64
\I('tor~

Then on aturda.' mght it wa Ro Ita
• J'i ld who hi on a ba ket and foul hot
wi th .06 I ft to iv the \\ inthrop Lad, r
F...a Ie a 67-6 "in over the Ladv Chan
drop the (oa tal women
The tv, 0 10
ea on oing into
o a 10-6 mark on th
ThuLday mght". ba tl WIth Bapti College at 5:45 p.m in the Kimbel gymna ium.
In the Land r gam ,the Ladv enator
broke op n a ight onte t late in the
('and half to go by e en a 37-30.
However. the Lad,' Chan quickl r clo ed
that gap and ti d th gam at 44-44 with
12'19 to go on a hot b, andra Leach.

WOME 'S BASKETBALL CHEDULE
COASTAL CAROLINA COLLEGE
1979-80
"LADY CHANTS" ,
DATE
OPPO E T
LOCATIO
Jan. 31
Baptist College
Home
Feb. 2
Columbia College
Away
6
Francis Marion College
Away
9
Er kine College
Home
13
Southea tern
Away
18
College of Charleston
Home
20
Francis Marion College
Home
23
Newberry College
Home
Head Coach: Steve Taylor
Athletic Director: Walt Hambrick

TIME
5:45
3:00
6:00
5:45

6:00
7:00
7:00
5:45

A Lady Chanticleer battle Claflin players for control of the ball in a
this eason. (Photo by Robert Ree es).

•

DATE
Jan 31
Feb. 2
4
6
9

11
13
18

23

(Thur .)
( at
( 10n )
( \\ed.
( at.}
(Mon.
(Wed.)
(Mon.)
(Sat. )

COA TAL CAROL!. A COLLEGE
ME'S BA KETBALL SCHED LE
1979-80
"FIGHTI 'G CHA TICLEER '
TEAM
College of Charle ton
ampbell College
The Citadel
Francis Marion
Er kine
Pembroke State
Lander
College of Charleston
ewberrv

PLACE
COASTAL
BllIe Creek, ,C.
Charle ton. .C
Florence .C.
COASTAL
COASTAL
Greenwood, S.C.
Charleston, S.C.
COASTAL

..

..,

.
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Brian Kukon and Kurt Tausch Uke to
have a good time. (Photo by Sandy Page)

Dance
is Success
The Band of Oz entertains students at Coastal's first dance of the decade on
January 18 in the Landmark Resort Hotel. (Photo by Sandy Page)

Big concerts can mean big woes
The University of Bridgeport lost
$10,000 this fall on a McGuinn, Clark and
Hillman concert. At the University of
Virginia. a Chuck Mangione performance
resulted in a $4,000 loss, bringing that
school's concert losses to $23,000 for the
year. At Pacific Lutheran University, 80
people showed up for a Chi Coltrane
concert, that lost nearly $3,000.
Concerts featuring big names such as
the Jefferson Starship, the Ozard Mountain
Daredevils, Peter Frampton and others
have also failed to attract large crowds
and in some instances, have been cancelled
for lack of interest.
Those familiar with the college concert
scene say economic hard times and a
decline in popularity of live concerts have
made booking artists on campus a risky
business. But, they emphasize, it is still
possible to successfully attract quality
entertainment without going broke.

Barbara Hubbard, director of special
events at New Mexico State University,
says inflation has made concert-goers
more selective while increasing the popularity of participatory events. She advises
college booking groups to space concerts
out more and advertise well in advance.
If colleges are willing to simply break even
on performances of top artists, they may
be able to attract promoters willing to bear
concert costs for a hefty profit percentage,
she adds.
Concert choices must be made
cautiously. warns Mike Clark of Friends
Productions in Dallas. .. Kids will see
groups that are very hot, no matter what
it costs, it's the ones that aren't so hot
anymore or the n~w groups that are hunting. "
.
Clark and Phil Lobel of Feyline Presents Inc., of Colorado, say one solution is
to book performers into smaller hou~es and

schedule two shows, thus satisfying the ego
of an artist who doesn't want to face a halfempty house. The two agree the ,college
market isn't as lucrative for promoters as
it once was, adding that college concert
sponsors are often too concerned about
profits or unwilling to furnish reliable
manpower.
Escalating production costs and scheduling conflicts have driven many promoters to acquire their own concert halls,
Lobel says. For promoters to be drawn into
the college market now, the two promoters
agree, they must be given an economically
attractive deal. This is passible, because
colleges can be flexible on hall booking
charges, they say.
Lobel, a former college concert booker
himself, says in today's music market,
college bookers need to be content "to
make a little less money and still have
quality acts on campus."

Summer program offered in Spain
Each year for five weeks of the summer, a program is offered to students in
the U.S. and Canada to travel and study
in Spain.
Last summer, 100 students from 25
states, Canada and Puerto Rico departed
from Kennedy Airport in New York and
flew to Madrid. The group was then bussed
to the campus of the Ciudad Universitaria
of Madrid where they lived and attended
dases.
The living quarters consisted of one
room per student. Each class met five days
a wee_k and courses ranged from Elemen-

tary Spanish to Literature and Culture.
Students toured La Mancha for two
days, visiting all the interesting places
related to Cervantes and Don Quixote.
Sixty students made a four day tour to
Santiago de Compostela and Leon.
Once or twice a week a group was
scheduled to visit such historical places as
Valle de los Caidos, EI Escorial, Segovia,
Avila, Toledo, Museo del Prado, Palacio
Real etc.
Students found that they had also more
than enough time to do, see and learn whatever they chose ..

As part of the program, a trip was
taken to Southern Spain, Visiting famous
cities as Cordoba, Sevilla, Granada,
Malaga, and two days were spent in the
beautiful Torremolinos Beach.

By MICHAEL QUIRION
Entertamment Editor
Campus Union sponsored a welcome
back dance on Friday night Jan. 18 at the
Landmark Resort Hotel in Myrtle Beach.
For our dancing pleasure and entertainment "OZ," a band from Raleigh, N.C.
played some very dancable tunes. Also the
band performed a special entertainment
section featuring imitations of Dolly
Parton, Mrs. Booty Randolf, The Everly
Brothers, The Four Seasons, Diana Ross
and the Supremes, and yes, Elvis himself.
Everybody got a kick out of those funny
skits, but that is not the whole story.
Somebody drank all the Wine! People were
building pyramids out of empty beer cups!
By the turn of midnight the dance floor was
just as dense with people as the crowd
constantly gathered around the beer and
wine serving tables. Of course, by now it
is understood that everybody has a good
time at Coastal dances. They even sell
plastic wrist jewelry at the door for $2 a
piece ($3 a couple). Admission was free,
but everybody bought the wrist bands.
Must be a new fad.
If you were not present at the Coastal
Spring 1980 }Velcome back dance here is
what some who were there had to say:
Mary Touchette: "Alright, I like it. I
love the South. I love the Beach." (This
is Mary's first semester at Coastal. She
is from Portland, Maine.)
Gary James: "It's a fair turnout. I'm
sorry more people couldn't come. The band
is good. It's an overall success.
Kaille Beckman: "This is great! I'm
havin' a good time."
Bill Andes: "Too many guys; not
enough chicks."

Plans are already in progress for the
16th Summer School Program in Spain
1980. Students may earn nine quarter college credits.
All persons interested should write to
Dr. Doreste, Augustana College, Rock
Island, Ill. 61201 as soon as possible. Space
is very limited.

•

Tour promises to be an experience
BY CINDY TURNER
Staff Writer
Mystical Stonehenge ... the breathtaking palace at Versailles. . . the glorious
sunshine on the Italian Riviera ... Sounds
excitin,g, doesn't it? You will experience
all this and more in History 490.
History 490 is not a typicallecture-andnotes history course. From May 13 through
June 6, 1980, Dr. Joseph Wightman, Professor of History, will lead students and
travellers through seven European countries.

Wightman has led five successful tours
to Europe. in the last 17 years ,a and has
high hopes for the 1980 seminar. "We hope
to get a good blend of students and older
people," he says enthusiastically. "Last
year 15 people took the trip, and we really
had a good time."
Rod Lee, senior at Coastal Carolina,
took the tour last year. He calls his
experience" ... one of the biggest things
I've ever done in my life." He praises the
trip highly, saying, "It's a good introduction to travelling ... Speaking about Europe,
he says, "I was very impressed."
Some improvements have been made

on last year's tour itinerary. This year,
more time will be spent on the Itali~n
Rivi~ra, and there is more time for leisure
activities and sightseeing.
This tour is designed especially for
students seeking to combine study and
travel. and for travellers who wish to learn
while enjoying a comfortable excursion
through Europe.
Interested? Then get busy and call
Wightman at EXT. 163 or ,113, or call
347-4306. Get into this trip before the air
fares go up on March 15. The deadline for
registration is May I, 1980. Remember,
sunshine on the Riviera.

. Sig Ep member Keith "Meats" Anderson . shows his support for Strobl.
(Pboto by Sandy Page)

Choir prepares f r
The Coastal Carolina Concert Choir is
busy preparing for their Spring concert
tour which will take the singing troupe to
New Orlea~s, La. on March 30-April 4.
Besides the choir's putting in many
hours in musical and technical preparation. they also will be engaging in various
fund-raising activities needed to meet the
financial expense of such a tour. For the
past several years the Coastal Choir has
gone on concert tours to Florida. New York
City and Atlanta.
. Each year they have worked hard and

have been supported by the community and
the college to travel as entertainers and
representatives of our area. This year
again the Coastal Carolina Concert Choir
will travel. and they again need the support
of college and of the community. So, keep
an eye open for their fund-raising activities.
Also, be watchful for any
performances the Choir will be doing this
semester for the college. The Chanticleer
will keep you informed about entertainment. be it music, theater, art or whatever.

There will be a performance of the
Coastal Community Concert Association
on Saturday, February 9. at 8 p.m., at the
Mvrtle Beach Convention Center. The
na~me of the performance is "Serenade."
and it is for members and their guests
only.
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A 'bum Review

PINK FLOYD

"The Wall"

By MARTY GELHAAR
Staff Writer
After unsuccessful solo ventures by
Floyd gUitarist Dave Gilmour and keyboardist Richard Wright, then bass player
Roger Water's statement that he "would
never return to the stage," Pink Floyd has
regrouped and released an astounding
product that is highly comparable to, if not
better than, their "Dark Side of the Moon"
album Which, though it was released in
1973, still pops into the sales charts at a
surprising rate. "The Wall,' a double
album with a tasty selection of 26 songs
has the strange voices and noises in the
background. themes and concepts. unique
production and crisp quality typical of the
Floyd, with something for everyone no
matter what their musical tastes may be.
Side I opens with "In the Flesh?", a
rock opus featuring Gilmour'S screaming
guitar work and Wright's patented organ
riffs at their best.
The next cut. "The Thin Ice," harkens
back to Floyd's earlier work from "Meddles" and "Vurmagumma" with Water's
mellow vocals penetrating the thick synthesized music track. One of the album's
main themes is the "Wall," which represents the restrictions placed on us by
society ... Another Brick in the Wall," the
albums third cut, emphasizes this concept.
The next cut, 'The Happiest Days of our
Lives," shows a little bit more experimentation - Pink Floyd disco. Yes, friends,
the brainwash beat matched with Roger
Water's sinister lyrics:
When we grew up and went to school
there were certain teachers who would
hurt the children any way they could by pouring their division on anything we
id
and exposing weakness however carefully
hidden by the kids . . .
But in the town it was well known
when they got home at night
their fat and psychopathic wives
would thrash them within inches
of their lives
We don't need no education
we don't need no thought control
no dark sarcasm in the classroom Hey! Teacher! Leave us kids alone.
Not exactly the next big hit at the
Copa, but it does bring back memories of
Mrs. Huddleston from the third grade. I
wonder if Roger Waters had her, too? Side
I closes with "Mother," a philosophical
relayer with some beautiful guitar work.
it would be fruitless to describe every
song on this opus in detail, so some of the
songs worthy of emphasis shall follow. Side
Ill's "Is There Anybody Out There?" is an
interesting cut. combining elements from
almost every previous Floyd album: overdubbed. unsynchronized vocals (Vum-

magumma ), strange schreeches and wails
(Meddles), lithing flutes Atom Heart
Mother), Synthesized bass (Dark Side of
the Moon),' heavily echoed acoustic guitar
(Animals), and the works. Following is
"Nobody Home," a beautiful piano and
orchestra piece with moody, depressing
lyrics':
Got a little black book with my poems in
got a bag for a toothbrush and comb
When 'I'm a good dog they sometimes
throw me a bone.
Got elastic bands keeping my shoes on
got thog-e swollen hand blues
got thirteen channels of shit on the TV to
choose from ..

a a

a

By BARBARA CBATRAM
Staff riter
Donnita Thrash joins Coastal's Math
Department. Mrs. Thrash was born in
Odessa, Texas and raised in Andrews
Texas. She received her Masters Degree
in Mathematics at Texas Technical University, and taught three years of junior
high school math. Mrs. Thrash spent the
next five years raising a family. Her
husband, Charles Thrash, is a captain in
the Air Force. Donnita has two children,
a boy of five and a girl, two. The Thrash
family is pre ently living in Quail Cree .
Mrs. Thrash says that she is pleased
with what she has seen of Coastal so far.
· 'I am impres ed, not only with the attractiveness of the campus but with the
friendliness and helpfulness of the studen
and faculty on the campus. I love wor ing
here and am thrilled to have the opportunity to be a part of the faculty," says Mrs.
Thrash.

I've got electric light _
and 1 got second sight
· .. got amazing powers of observation
and that's how I knew
when I tried to get through
on the telephone to you there'd be nobody home,

Tbe Coa tal Carolin Colleg Chanti I r

I got the required Hendrix perm
and the inevitable pinhole burns
all down the front of my favorite satin
shirt.
.
Got nicotine stains on my fingers
got a silver spoon on a chain
got a grand piano to prop up my mortal
remains.

Presents:

The Chanticleer is conducting a poll to
see what the top ten albums of the s venties among Coastal s students are. All you
have to do is write your five favorite
albums of the '70 s in the blanks provided
below.
The order you write them in is no
important· You simply have five vote to
place your favorites in the top ten. Each
album's votes will be counted and the top
ten vote-getters will be published in ilie
next issue of the Chanticleer as Coastal'
Top Ten Albums of the 70's.

I got wild, staring eyes
I got a strong urge to fly
but I got nowhere to fly to (fly to, fly to
Ooh. babe.
when I pick up the phone
· .. there's still nobody home.
I got a pair of Gohill's boots
· .. and I have fading roots.
Side III closes with "Comfortably
Numb." the album's longest cut at 6:32,
rather short for a band used to doing 45minute marathons. "Numb" is by far the
disc's best song, combining cosmic lyrics,
beautiful music and tight vocal harmonies.
Two songs on Side IV were done Frank
Zappa style - recorded live and doctored
up in the studio. One of these "Run Like
Hell." was released as a single, and i
doing very well over here with the backing
of it's No.1 status on the European charts.
The whole album comes together in
Side IV's "The Trial". Done in the Gilbert
and Sullivan opera style, with full or-

Decade of the '7' record alb m
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My Five Favorite Albums of the
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songs testifie agam t the defendant,
namely and human being. Having been I
found guilt', the human is subjected to I
bcing "exposed" and sent "O~~de ilie ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Wall"", the album'~ last cut. 'The Wall is I
a monumental album which receives and
(tear out and place in ballot box on
A plus. four stars and much audos.
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Former professor heads
financial aid department

Counselor's
Corner
By DR. ELIZABETH K. PUSKAR

Alcohol and Good Times
You enjoy good times!
You enjoy having a good time with friends and meeting new and interesting people.
Often these good times mean parties or friendly get-togethers that include food and
drink. Sometimes the drinks include alcohol.
For people of legal age, drinking can be a pleasant part of good times.
Unfortunately, though, some people sometimes make drinking too big a part of the
occasion and then the good times aren't so good.
Alcoholic beverages, when taken in moderation and responsibly, can be a welcome
to many social occasions. Responsible drinking means deciding for yourself whether
or not you want to drink, at all or only on specific occasions, and acting accordingly,
in a responsible manner. Not everyone makes those kinds of drinking decisions. Alcohol
abuse is a serious problem.
Throughout the semester many of you will gather at parties and dances where
alcohol is available. Have a good time and remember these points when planning or
attending a social function.
AT PARTIES: - provide nonalcohol beverages in addition to alcohol beverages;
give everybody a choice - and support the decision to abstain, especially by minors
- serve food or snacks at all activities at which alcohol is being served; food slows
down the body's absorption of alcohol - don't be insistent about refilling drinks,
"pushing" drinks, or pressing guests to have that "one for the road"
IF YOU DRINK: - set a limit on how many drinks you're going to have ahead
of time - and stick to it - drink slowly; don't guzzle - measure the alcohol when
you're mixing a drink - avoid performing tasks that require skilled reactions
REMEMBER TO: - discourage a driver who is under the influence of alcohol
from driving; provide transportation at social functions where drinking is involved seek help if you think you have a drinking problem; get involved if you think someone
else has a problem.

Homecoming '80
February 9, 1980 10 PM-1 AM
Beer-25C: a cup $2 stag
Wine-50C: a cup $3 drag

featuring
'DISCO PAT"

By BARBARA CHATHAM
Staff Writer
William C. Allred, Jr. is the new
financial aid director at Coastal Carolina
College. Allred was born in ' Charlotte,
North Carolina and was raised in
Charlotte, Fayetteville, Mooresville, and
Winston-Salem. He graduated from Wake
Forest, Emory and attended the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. In
1969, after a business career, Allred entered higher education. He was employed
in Brevard College from 1969 to 1971 and
in Virginia Intermont from 1971 to 1980.

Allred's specialty, as financial aid director of ~oastal, is the funding of grants,
scholarships, loans, and college administra tion. He is a former professor of History, Sociology, and human relations. Allred is marries and has two daughters.
Says Allred, "I am impressed with the
community support Coastal has from the
people in Horry County. This support
promises to make Coastal an even greater
college in the next twenty-five years. I look
forward to sharing in that promise of the
future."

Murphy's
Messages
By MS. MARY KAY MURPHY
Director of Career and Life Planning
Special Writer

Welcome back all you Coastal folks!
Hope you had a relaxing and enjoyable
holiday season - I don't know about you
but already my images of Christmas trees
and tinsel are fading all too fast; the
holiday seems to have happened ages ago
now that we're in the full swing of Spring
semester.
My really sincere wishes that 1980 is
a year in which you make significant
strides toward reaching and shaping your
goals and aspirations. If one of your goals
( or New Year's resolutions?) happens to
be clarifying your ca reer direction and
your life values, read on for you are
reading the right newsprint at the right
time in the, right place.
In the new course, "Topics in Career
Exploration," we will be inviting speakers
from the local area, as well as southern.
and national college recruiters. The first
of these "Mini-Career Fairs," will be held
on Tuesday, Feb. 19th from 2:00-3:45 p.m.,
AC 107. You are welcome to join the class

if you would care to know more about the
following careers:
Jerry Ausband: Editor, Sun News
Bill Bruner: Attorney and Judge,
North Myrtle Beach
Mary Snipes-Phillips: Conway Social
Services
Betsy Puskar: College faculty/ administration, Coastal-USC '
Gus Rogers: Department Chair, Graduate Studies in Sociology, USC-Columbia
Each speaker will give a 5-10 minute
presentation, after which we will open it
up for questions.
The only thing I ask of you is that you
contact Tonya Spires (my right-hand woman!) or myself and let one of us know by
Friday, Feb. 15th so that we can make sure
we have adequate seating capacity.
Two more "Mini-Career Fairs" are in
the works and you can bet I'll keep you
posted. Motivate yourself this semester! I
hope it's a semester packed full of valuable
learning - you ha ve the power to make
it so. 'Till ·next time

~~~~~

LANDMARK HOTEL

Horry County has
prison without bars
Throughou t Horry County there are
people who cannot answer the telephone,
shop at the grocery store, obtain a driver's
license or even communicate with their
neighbor. These people are indi viduals who
cannot speak English and, therefore, are
prisoners in a free society.
The Horry County Literacy Council is
spOnsoring a workshop designed specifically for teaching English to speakers of other
languages (ESOL). The workshop presents
"The Laubach Way to English."
Volunteers are needed to attend the
workshop and learn to become tutors for
ESOL students. Mrs. Pat Gibson, a tutor
trainer, says "No special training or experience is equired in order to become an
ESOL tutor." Gibson adds, "If you can

speak English, you can teach others to
speak English through the Laubach system."
The Laubach Way to English manuals
give detailed instructions for teaching,
listening, speaking, reading, and writing
skills in a manner which can be readily
understood by the beginning ESOL student.
The workshop to train volunteer tutors
in English as a second language will be
held Friday, Feb. 8, 6:30-9: 30 p.m. and
Saturday, Feb. 9, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
at Trinity United Methodist Church, 198
Long Avenue, Conway.
For further information, contact
Marsha Griffin, Horry County Reading
Crusade at 248-2206, 357-7021, 448-1726 or
Lib Jones at 248-2194.

Homecoming 1980
Homecoming this year will be Saturday, February 9.
There will be a campus wide election on Wednesday and Thursday, Jan. 30 and
31. Five finalists will be selected from the first election. Another election will be held
Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 4 and 5 to select the Homecoming Queen from the five
finalists.
This year's contestants and their sponsors are: Beth Hyman - Koastal Klowns;
Jacqulyn Gore - Afro-Am; Sue McDowell - History Club; Evalotta Nolcrantz Tennis Team: Sherry Barnhill- Ladies' Basketball Team; Lisa Edge - Bowling Club;
Kelly Black - Society of Undersea World; Kim Askins - Atheneum; Michelle
Marcennelle - Business Club: Teresa Bryant - Rugby Club; Gloria Prince - Ekklesia;
Teresa "Terry" Clark - Sigma Phi Epsilon; Juan Barnhill - Cheerleaders' Cherri
Dix - Chanticleer: Sue Herman - Ladies' Volleyball Team; Marianne "Jo;' Cahill
- Spirit Club: Susan Love - Student Government Association.

Schedule of events
3:30-4:00 - Registration- College Center
4:00-5:30 - Annual 'Meeting/Dinner - College Center
5:30-8:00 - Hospitality Room - Williams Brice Bldg.
6:00-7:30 - Late Registration - Williams Brice Bldg.
5:30-7:30 - Lady Chants vs. Erskine
, 7:50-8:00 - SpeCial Introductions
8:00-9:30 - Coastal Carolina vs. Erskine .
.r ••
9:45-Until - Alumni/Chancellors Rec.eption
9:45-Until - Class Reunion Drop-In '~66 Upstairs College Center
lO:OO-Until - Homecoming Dance at Landmark Resort Hotel
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By BE ADDISO
Program Director

East TeDDe5 ee State U.
Having worked on the entertainment
committee here for the pa t four years I
can honestly say the Mike Williams is
without a doubt the best entertainer to
perform on our campus within that time.
I realize that to say he is the best covers
all aspects of mu ical program including
coffeehouses, major concerts and cIa ical shows, ranging in price anywhere from
a couple of hundred to everal thou and
dollars but if there is jut one entertainer
who stands above all others it i Mike.
I should mention that I wa not asked
to write this letter (as some artist or
agents will often request but simply feel
a need to let others knoYf what you may
be nissing if you have never had Mike at
your school.

MIKE IlLIA S

Ek Ie is to hold

Guitarist Mike Williams will be the attractioD at Coastal's fint Rathskeller Z5~ Beer, free sodas aDd sucks. This eVeDt will take place OD February 7 at 8 p.m.
iD the College CeDter.

corr

The Ekklesia is presenting a Coffee Rou e, featuring th Fl her Famll . G pel
usic and refreshment. Friday, February 1 at 1 p.m. ·in the Lecture Hall, old udent
nion Building. Everyone is welcome. Donation will be accepted at th d r
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Coastal holds presidential primary
On February 27th and 28th, the SGA will be sponsoring a Mock Presidential Primary
for both Republicans and Democratic Parties. Democratic Candidates running are
Senator Ted Kennedy, President Jimmy Carter, and Governor Ronald Reagan, Sen.
Howard Baker, George Bush, Former Governor John Connolly, Representative Phil
Crane, Sen. Robert Dole, Representative John Anderson, Benjamin Fernandez, and
Harold Stassen.
The SGA is looking for students interested in working on behalf of the various
candidates. There will be a sign-up sheet on the door of the SGA office for anyone
interested in working on any committee. The SGA office is located in the College Center
Room 203A.

presents"

.."
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College Night-

)}
Every Thursday at yout
: Rock 'n' Roll, Disco, and Bel!-ch
Club

*'
:

{t
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Music~

Listen to WKZQ for details

1}

Census Bureau to conduct survey
The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, the Honorable Patricia Roberts
Harris, has informed all colleges that the Census Bureau will conduct its national census
of population and housing in the spring of 1980 and that they will need directory
information on all students. USC-Coastal Carolina intends to furnish to the Census Bureau
students' names and addresses. Students, if they choose , may refuse to permit disclosure
of any or all items without their prior written consent. Students who do not wish the
information to be furnished to the Census Bureau must make their request in writing
to the Registrar by February 1, 1980.

History Club to meet on 31 st

Mike Williams in Mini-concert at the College Center on Feb. 7, 1980. This Miniconcert will be a Reftskeller in which free wine and cheese will be served.
Homecoming Dance on Feb. 9, 1980.
March 3 and 4 will bring singer/ songwriter Louisa Dimiceli to Coastal in another
Mini-concert at Coastal.
Coming in April - CINO DAY .. . more later.
All this and much much more coming this semester from Coastal Carolina Campus
Union, watch this paper and bulletin boards around campus for more date~ _~nd details.
I

Library offers typewriter
Kimbel Library now has an electric typewriter available for student use. Students
must furnish their own paper and other supplies. Ask for directions at the library
circulation counter.

Organization forming for Roman Catholics
This semester a new religious organization is forming at Coastal. It is called "The
Newman Club" after the famous 19th century theologian and patron of higher education,
Cardinal John Henry Newman. The club is Catholic-oriented, and all students are
welcome to attend meetings and become members.
The first meeting will be held on Tuesday, Feb. 5, College Center, Room 204, at
12:30 p.m. Coffee and doughnuts will be served.
Abbott Edmund Mcaffery will be speaking a1 the meeting on the purpose and nature
of .Catholic student groups. He will also be working with the group as it develops. Abbott
Mcaffery is the pastor of St. Michael's in Garden City. Show your ir.terest and be present
at the first organizational meeting.

SGA documents on reserve in library
The SGA has put on reserve in the library a copy of the SGA Constitution, minutes
from all SGA meetings and a copy of all handouts from this years SGA meetings. Any
student or faculty interested can review these papers.

~

~***********************~

The SGA and Student Affairs Office will be voting soon on derecognizing these
following clubs: Alternate Worlds Embassy, Sigma Delta Phi, Alpha Phi Alpha, Young
Democrats, and Baptist Student Union. If anyone claims to belong to these clubs, and
wishes to see them continue, please come by the SGA office.

Campus -Union sponsors semester of events

{t

{t

SGA drops clubs from existence

The History Club of Coastal Carolina College will meet Thursday, January 31 , at
7 p.m . at the home of Prof. James Branham. All persons who plan to attend the meeting
should contact Branham in AC 103D.

{t

SOUTHE
WOMENS
SERVICE

"A Women's Health Agency"
• A Full Range of Womens
Gynecological Services
- Free Pregnancy Testing
- Problem Pregnancy Counseling
- Abortion Counseling and Services
- Birth Control Services
-Trained Counselors
-Speakers Available for School &
Civil Groups
24 Hour AnS·wering Service
Call Toll Free 1-800-922-9750
Southern Womens Services
1614 Two Notch Road
Columbia, S.C. 29204

